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1 Introduction

Gravity equations have been the predominant tool for analyzing the determinants of bilateral

trade flows since their introduction by Tinbergen (1962) over 50 years ago. In their most

basic form, gravity equations predict that trade between countries is a log-linear function

of the economic mass of the two trading partners and bilateral frictions such as distance

or tariffs. Even in this simple form, gravity equations have substantial explanatory power,

often explaining in excess of 70-80% of the variation in the trade flows between countries.

Starting with Anderson (1979), researchers have shown that gravity equations can be derived

from a number of mainstream theoretical frameworks, allowing a tight link to economic

welfare analysis. Not surprisingly then, gravity equations have become the workhorse tool

for evaluating trade-related economic policies, such as trade agreements, WTO membership

or currency unions.

Despite the rapid progress research on gravity equations has made over the past decades,

existing approaches remain at odds with a key stylized fact about international trade, how-

ever: much of world trade is dominated by a small number of large firms. The classic example

is the market for wide-bodied passenger aircraft which comprises just two firms (Airbus and

Boeing); but the markets of many other tradable goods such as cars, mobile phones or tele-

vision sets are also dominated by a handful of large producers. That is, in the language

of Gaubert and O.Itskhoki (forthcoming) , trade flows are ”granular”. Given their size, it

seems likely that such ”granular” firms enjoy substantial market power and have incentives

to internalize the effects of their actions on aggregate market outcomes. In this paper, we

evaluate the consequences of oligopolistic behavior for the estimation of gravity equations

and propose modifications to existing frameworks necessary to reconcile the two.

We start our analysis by deriving firm-level gravity equations from a standard CES de-

mand framework. Instead of the usual assumption of monopolistically competitive firms,

however, we introduce oligopolistic competition.1 This leads to the inclusion of variable

markup terms in firm-level gravity equations that depend on firms’ market shares. Market

shares in turn are determined by both firm- and destination-specific variables as well as bi-

lateral trade frictions, so that omitting oligopoly markup terms will bias coefficient estimates

on all other included regressors. Since the relevant markup variation is at the firm-product-

destination-time level, standard approaches such as the inclusion of combinations of fixed

effects are not feasible.

1We focus on quantity competition in the main body of the paper and present results for price competition
in a separate appendix.
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Instead, we show how to adjust trade flows by a suitable correction term to eliminate

markup bias, requiring only information on market shares and price elasticities. To estimate

the latter, we propose an extension of the well-known Feenstra-Broda-Weinstein estimation

procedure (see Feenstra, 1994; Broda and Weinstein, 2006) that accounts for market power

and can be implemented using data on firm-level market shares and unit values.

We also analyze the consequences of oligopolistic behavior for the estimation of gravity

equations at more aggregate levels, such as on sector-level trade flows.2 We show that the

presence of firm-level markup terms leads to bias here as well but that a suitable correction

term can again be constructed. This time, the correction takes the form of a destination-

specific Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) for exports multiplied by the aggregate market

share of the exporting country. Intuitively, what matters for the market power of the ex-

porting country is both its overall market share and how that share is distributed among

individual exporters. For example, oligopolistic behavior will be much more pronounced if

the overall market share is accounted for by just one firm rather than a large number of small

producers.

Having shown theoretically how the presence of oligopolistic competition impacts the

estimation of gravity equations, we next analyze the quantitative importance of the result-

ing bias using both firm- and sector-level data. We pool French and Chinese firm-level

export data to allow the separate identification of bilateral variables such as distance from

destination-specific multilateral resistance and absorption terms. To measure market shares,

we combine our firm-level export data with information on product-level absorption for Eu-

ropean countries from the PRODCOM database. We demonstrate that adjusting trade flows

by our correction term can lead to substantial changes in the coefficient on standard bilateral

gravity regressors such as distance or the impact of currency unions, particularly in settings

where individual French and Chinese exporters have significant market shares.

Moving on to the estimation using sectoral data, we show how to combine standard

sources for trade data with information on exporter-specific HHIs from the World Bank’s

Exporter Dynamics Database (EDD) to construct theory-consistent correction terms for the

exports of around 50 countries to European markets. Again, correcting trade flows by these

terms can lead to significant changes in gravity equation estimates, although the effects are

less pronounced than at the firm level.

Our paper contributes to several strands of the literature on gravity equations. Anderson

2Throughout the paper, we use the terms ‘sector’ and ‘product’ interchangeably. While our empirical anal-
ysis is based on product-level data classified according to the Harmonized System (HS), all of our theoretical
results apply to both sector- and product-level data.
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(1979), Eaton and Kortum (2002), Anderson and van Wincoop (2003), Chaney (2008) and

Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) show how to derive gravity equations from a number of different

theoretical frameworks. For example, Chaney (2008) derives firm and aggregate gravity

equations from a CES demand framework under monopolistic competition. We demonstrate

how allowing for oligopolistic competition adds additional markup-based terms to otherwise

identical equations. Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) use a setting with monopolistic competition

and linear demand to generate an aggregate-level gravity equation. Similar to our approach,

this framework generates variable destination-specific markups although it does not yield a

firm-level gravity equation. We prefer to work with the more standard CES demand system

as this allows a clean separation of the effects of oligopolistic behavior from markup variability

arising from the shape of the demand function.3

We also contribute to part of the gravity literature that is concerned with obtaining

consistent estimates of parameters of interest, such as distance elasticities. For example,

Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) point out the need to control for multilateral resistance

terms in gravity equations and Redding and Venables (2004) propose to include exporter

and importer fixed effects to this end. Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) advocate the use of

Poisson pseudo maximum likelihood (PPML) estimation techniques to address bias arising

from heteroscedasticity in log-linearized models and to allow the inclusion of zero trade flows.

Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008) show how to account for the self-selection of firms

into export markets when estimating aggregate gravity equations. We contribute to this

literature by showing how to correct parameter bias arising from oligopolistic behavior by

exporting firms at different levels of aggregation.

Finally, within the last decade there has been revived interest in integrating oligopolistic

competition into models of international trade, partially building on earlier contributions by

the strategic trade policy literature (see Brander, 1995). For example, Edmond, Midrigan,

and Xu (2015) study the gains from trade in the oligopolistic competition model of Atkeson

and Burstein (2008). Eckel and Neary (2010) model the consequences of market integration

in a setting with Cournot competition between multi-product firms. Parenti (2018) looks at

the impact of trade liberalization in a model of imperfect competition where a few oligopolis-

tic firms coexist with a monopolistically competitive fringe. Head and Mayer (2019) compare

counterfactual predictions for the effects of freer trade across a number of modeling frame-

works, including CES demand with monopolistic and oligopolistic competition and random

coefficients discrete choice models with oligopolistic price setting. None of these papers in-

3CES demand also seems a more natural starting point as it generates gravity for both individual firms
and at more aggregate levels.
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vestigates the consequences of oligopolistic behavior for the estimation of gravity equation,

which is our key contribution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive a firm-level gravity

equation from a CES-demand framework with oligopolistic quantity competition. Section

3 shows how to modify the Feenstra-Broda-Weinstein estimation procedure to account for

oligopolistic behavior and obtain price elasticity estimates. In Section 4, we derive our

correction term for aggregate product-level trade flows. Section 5 discusses the challenges

facing the empirical implementation of our methods, describes the data sources and presents

results for our firm and sector level gravity estimations. Section 6 concludes. Appendix A

collects proofs of our theoretical results. Results obtained when assuming price instead of

quantity competition are presented in Appendix B. Appendix C contains lists of the countries

present in our datasets.

2 Firm-Level Gravity in Oligopoly

We consider a multi-country world with a continuum of sectors, indexed by z. The represen-

tative consumer in country n maximizes

Un =

∫
z∈Z

αn (z) log

 ∑
j∈Jn(z)

a
1

σ(z)

jn q
σ(z)−1
σ(z)

jn


σ(z)
σ(z)−1

dz,

where αn(z) denotes the sector-z expenditure share in country n, Jn (z) is the set of products

available in sector z and country n, and σ (z) denotes the elasticity of substitution between

products in sector z. Consumption of product j in country n is denoted qjn. The utility

shifter ajn captures quality differences or other factors such as brand appeal.

Given these preferences, the direct and inverse demands for product i ∈ Jn (z) in country

n are given by:

qin = ainp
−σ(z)
in Pn(z)σ(z)−1αn(z)En and pin = a

1
σ(z)

in q
− 1
σ(z)

in Qn(z)−
σ(z)−1
σ(z) αn(z)En, (1)

where En is total expenditure in country n, and

Pn(z) ≡

 ∑
j∈Jn(z)

ajnp
1−σ(z)
jn

 1
1−σ(z)

and Qn(z) ≡

 ∑
j∈Jn(z)

a
1

σ(z)

jn q
σ(z)−1
σ(z)

jn


σ(z)
σ(z)−1
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are the sector-z CES price index and composite commodity in country n, respectively. From

now on, we focus on a single sector and drop the index z.

Each product j ∈ Jn is offered by a different firm, which may be either a domestic or

foreign producer. Firms compete in quantities in each market n, being able to segment

markets perfectly.4 The profit of the firm offering product i from selling in destination n is

πin = pinqin − Cin(qin),

where Cin(qin) is the firm’s cost of producing and selling output qin. We allow for variable

returns to scale and assume a functional form for costs of

Cin(qin) =
1

1 + γ
cin(τ̃inqin)1+γ =

1

1 + γ
cinτinq

1+γ
in ,

where cin is a firm-destination-specific cost shifter and τ̃in a firm-destination-specific trade

cost that takes the usual iceberg form.5

We assume throughout that the returns-to-scale parameters γ satisfies γ > −1/σ, which

means that the marginal cost of production should not decrease too fast with output. This

(weak) assumption guarantees that all the profit functions we consider will be unimodal.

Unlike in monopolistically competitive markets, firms take into account the impact of

their actions on the CES-composite, Qn, when setting quantities. For what follows, it is

useful to generalize further the degree of strategic interaction between firms by introducing

a conduct parameter, λ (see Bresnahan, 1989): When firm i increases its output qin by an

infinitesimal amount, it perceives the induced effect on Qn to be equal to λ∂Qn/∂qin. Under

monopolistic competition, the conduct parameter λ takes the value of zero, whereas it is

equal to one under Cournot competition. The first-order condition of profit maximization of

firm i in destination n is given by

0 =
∂πin
∂qin

=
αnEn

Q
σ−1
σ

n

a
1
σ
in

σ − 1

σ
q
− 1
σ

in −
σ − 1

σ
λ
∂Qn

∂qin

αnEna
1
σ
inq

σ−1
σ

in

Q
σ−1
σ

+1
n

− C ′in(qin)

=
σ − 1

σ
pin (1− λsin)− C ′in(qin), (2)

4We focus on quantity competition here and present results for price competition in Appendix B
5For one unit of the output to arrive in destination n, the firm needs to ship τ̃in. Note that we define

τin = τ̃1+γin to ease the subsequent notation.
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where

sin ≡
a

1
σ
inq

σ−1
σ

in∑
j∈Jn a

1
σ
jnq

σ−1
σ

jn

(3)

is the market share of firm i in destination n.

Rearranging terms in equation (2) yields firm i’s optimal markup in destination n:

µin =
1

σ
+ λ

σ − 1

σ
sin (4)

where µin ≡ (pin − C ′in(qin)) /pin is the Lerner index of product i in country n. Under

monopolistic competition conduct (λ = 0), the usual constant markup 1/σ obtains. If instead

λ > 0, then markups are no longer constant and depend positively on market shares. We

will make use of the additional flexibility afforded by the conduct parameter λ in Section 4,

but for now, we assume Cournot conduct and set λ = 1.

Given the optimal markup in equation (4), firm i’s price is pin = cinτinq
γ
in/(1− µin) and

the value of its sales in market n can be written as:

rin = pinqin =

(
cinτin

1− µin

) 1−σ
1+σγ (

ainP
σ−1
n En

) 1+γ
1+σγ (5)

So far, we have not imposed any structure on trade costs, τin or the taste and cost shock

terms, ain and cin. For comparison with the existing literature and to facilitate the exposition

of our identifying assumptions, we now assume that the two shock terms can be decomposed

log-linearly as log ain = εai + εan + εain and log cin = εci + εcn + εcin, respectively. We further

assume that trade costs can be decomposed as log τin = βXin + ετin where the Xin include

variables with bilateral variation such as (log) distance, common language or dummies for

the presence of trade agreements or currency unions. Obtaining consistent estimates of the

coefficients on these bilateral terms (β) is a key objective of much of gravity equation-based

research.6 Finally, we again assume a three-way decomposition of the trade cost error term,

ετin = ετi + ετn + ητin.

Taking the logarithm of equation (5) yields a firm-level gravity equation of the form

log rin = ξn + ζi + β
1− σ

1 + σγ
Xin +

σ − 1

1 + σγ
log (1− µin) + εin (6)

6See, for example, Baier and Bergstrand (2007) and Rose (2000) on the effects of free trade agreements
and currency unions, respectively, on trade flows.
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where ξn and ζi summarize destination- and firm-specific terms and

εin =
1

1 + σγ

[
(1 + γ) εain + (1− σ) εcin + (1− σ) ηin

]
.

Note that under the assumption of monopolistic competition, the markup term involving

µ would be constant and could be subsumed in ζi. In that case, estimation of (6) would

yield consistent estimates of the coefficient on Xin provided that we control for firm and

destination fixed effects (ζi and ξn) and that the usual orthogonality assumptions (explicitly

or implicitly) made in the gravity literature hold.7

In the presence of strategic interaction between firms, however, the markup term will

depend on firms’ market shares and will thus be correlated with the regressors of interest,

Xin; not including this term will lead to an omitted variable bias. For example, we would

expect firms to have lower market shares in more distant markets, ceteris paribus, and hence

to charge lower markups there. This implies that log(1−µin) will be higher in such markets,

leading to a positive correlation between distance and the omitted variable.

Note that this problem is qualitatively different from those arising from other hard-to-

observe gravity components such as expenditure (En), price indices (Pn) or firm-level marginal

costs because these components can be controlled for by firm or destination fixed effects. By

contrast, markups vary at the firm-destination level and the inclusion of bilateral fixed effects

would make it impossible to identify separately the effect of key regressors of interest such

as distance, tariffs or dummy variables for trade agreement.8

Instead, we propose to solve the omitted variable problem by constructing a proxy for

the markup term in (6). Specifically, if we had estimates for σ and γ and data for sin, we

could compute

µ̂in =
1

σ̂
+
σ̂ − 1

σ̂
sin

7Specifically, we require that E (ητin|Xin) = E (εain|Xin) = E (εcin|Xin) = 0. Note that these assumptions
allow for non-zero correlations between the bilateral variables and taste, production and trade cost shocks
working through the firm- and destination-level-specific components (εai , εan, εci , ε

c
n, ετi and ετn). This is not

a problem for consistent estimation as these components can be controlled for through firm and destination
fixed effects. If the data used to estimate equation (6) contain a time dimension, it is also possible to allow
for time-invariant bilateral elements in the error term which can be captured through bilateral fixed effects
as is standard, for example, in the literature on the trade effects of preferential trade agreements (e.g., Baier
and Bergstrand, 2007)

8Having a time dimension in the data would not help either because markups would then vary by firm,
destination and time.
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and estimate

log r̃in ≡ log rin −
σ̂ − 1

1 + σ̂γ̂
log (1− µ̂in) = ξn + ζi + β

1− σ
1 + σγ

Xin + εin. (7)

Given our earlier orthogonality assumptions, using log r̃in instead of log rin as the dependent

variable would yield a consistent estimate of β 1−σ
1+σγ

. Using our estimates for σ and γ would

then allow recovering the parameter of interest, β.9 This approach raises the question of how

to estimate σ and γ. In the next section, we show how to adapt the estimation procedure

by Feenstra (1994) and Broda and Weinstein (2006) to our setting with firm-level data and

oligopolistic competition.

3 Estimation of Price Elasticities

Feenstra (1994) and Broda and Weinstein (2006) propose estimators for the elasticity of

substitution, σ, based on the key identifying assumption that shocks over time to import

demand and export supply for a given product are uncorrelated. The equivalent condition

in our context is that E (εainε
τc
i′n′) = 0 for all i, i′ and n, n′, where ετcin = ετin + εcin. That is,

we assume that the firm-destination-level elements of taste and cost shocks are uncorrelated

across firms and markets.

Note that this assumption is consistent with non-zero correlations between overall taste

and cost shocks (i.e., E (aincin) 6= 0 is allowed). In particular, our method allows for a positive

correlation between firm-level costs and quality (εai and εci) which is to be expected if the

production costs of firms producing high-quality products are higher. Likewise, our results

are robust to a positive correlation between destination market quality and cost shocks (εan

and εcn). For example, such a correlation could arise if firms sell higher-quality goods to

high-income markets and incur positive costs of doing so.

We start our derivation by expressing firm-level revenues of firm i in market n in terms

of expenditure shares. From equation (1),

log sin = log

(
pinqin
En

)
= log ain + (1− σ) pin + (σ − 1) logPn.

Now assume that we observe another firm i′ selling to the same market n. We can then

9Note the parallel to the literature on trade and quality which uses a similar approach to correct export
values or quantities (e.g., Khandelwal, Schott, and Wei, 2013)
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subtract the logged market share of that firm to eliminate the price index:10

∆f log sin = log sin − log si′n = log ain − log ai′n + (1− σ) (log pin − log pi′n)

If we observe the same two firms in another destination n′, we can compute a double difference

across the two markets as

∆d∆f log sin = (1− σ) ∆d∆f log pin + ∆d∆f log ain,

where ∆f and ∆d denote log differences across firms and destinations, respectively. Note

that double differencing only leaves the firm-destination-specific parts of the taste shocks:

∆d∆f log ain = (εain − εai′n)− (εain′ − εai′n′) .

We next derive a similar supply-side equation. We start by rewriting firm i’s price in

market n as p1+γin =
(
cinτin
1−µin

)
(sinEn)γ. Taking logs yields

(1 + γ) log pin = log (cinτin)− log (1− µin) + γ log sin + γ logEn.

Double differencing across firms and markets as above, we obtain

(1 + γ) ∆d∆f log pin = ∆d∆f log (cinτin)−∆d∆f log (1− µin) + γ∆d∆f log sin,

where the double-differenced cost shock again only contains the parts of production and trade

costs that are firm-destination specific:

∆d∆f log (cinτin) = (ετcin − ετci′n)− (ετcin′ − ετci′n′) .

Note that as per our identifying assumption, the double-differenced cost and taste shocks are

uncorrelated, yielding the following moment condition:

E
(
∆d∆f log ain ×∆d∆f log (cinτin)

)
= 0.

For given σ and γ, we can construct the sample analogues from data on export prices and

10In principle, we could also subtract the average across all firms active in market n. However, we will
argue below that taking differences across individual firms with high market shares is better suited to dealing
with selection problems.
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market shares:

̂∆d∆f log (cinτin) = (1 + γ) ∆d∆f log pin + ∆d∆f log (1− µin)− γ∆d∆f log sin

and

̂∆d∆f log ain = ∆d∆f log sin − (1− σ) ∆d∆f log pin.

The sample analogue of our moment condition is then given by

Ψ (σ, γ) =
1

|Jnn′ |
∑
j∈Jnn′

̂∆d∆f log ain × ̂∆d∆f log (cinτin),

where Jnn′ denotes the set of firms active in the same two markets. Notice that we obtain

one moment condition per country pair. Stacking these up allows to implement a standard

GMM estimator of σ and γ.11

4 Sector-Level Gravity in Oligopoly

In this section, we study sector-level trade flows in the oligopoly model of Section 2. We

first analyze the equilibrium in a given market using an aggregative games approach. We

then use approximation techniques to derive a sector-level gravity equation that accounts for

oligopolistic behavior.

Oligopoly analysis in a given destination market. Consider sector z in destination n.

Dropping reference to both z and n to ease notation, we define the market-level aggregator

H as

H ≡ Q
σ−1
σ =

∑
j∈J

a
1
σ
j q

σ−1
σ

j

and firm i’s type Ti as

Ti ≡ a
1
σ
i

(
αE

ciτi

σ − 1

σ

) σ−1
σ(1+γ)

. (8)

Plugging these definitions into equation (2), making use of equation (3), and rearranging, we

obtain:

1− λsi = s
1+σγ
σ−1

i

(
H

Ti

)σ(1+γ)
σ−1

, (9)

11In practice, this means that we need to observe a sufficiently large number of firms selling in the same
sector in at least three different markets.
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where λ is the conduct parameter introduced in Section 2. As the left-hand side is strictly

decreasing in si and the right-hand side is strictly increasing in si, the equation has a unique

solution in si, which we denote S(Ti/H, λ)—the market-share fitting-in function. It can easily

be verified that S(·, ·) is strictly increasing in its first argument and strictly decreasing in its

second.

The equilibrium level of the aggregator, H∗(λ), is pinned down by market shares having

to add up to unity: ∑
i∈J

S

(
Ti
H
, λ

)
= 1. (10)

The uniqueness of the solution follows by the strict monotonicity of the market-share fitting-

in function.

To summarize:

Proposition 1. In each destination market, and for any conduct parameter λ, there exists

a unique equilibrium in quantities. The equilibrium aggregator level H∗(λ) is the unique

solution to equation (10). Each firm i’s equilibrium market share is s∗i (λ) = S(Ti/H
∗(λ), λ),

where S(Ti/H
∗(λ), λ) is the unique solution to equation (9). From equation (3), firm i’s

equilibrium output is given by

q∗i (λ) = a
− 1
σ−1

i (s∗i (λ)H∗(λ))
σ
σ−1 .

Proof. See Appendix A.1

The first-order approach to sector-level gravity. Let E ( J denote the subset of

exporters in country e that sell in the destination market n. The aggregate exports of those

firms to market n are given by ∑
i∈E

s∗i (λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡s∗e(λ)

× αE.

We are interested in these aggregate exports when firms compete in a Cournot fashion, i.e.,

when λ = 1. Unfortunately, there is no closed-form solution to s∗e(1). Our approach therefore

entails approximating s∗e(1) at the first order.

As we show in the following, the approximation relies on two versions of the Herfindahl-

Hirschman index (HHI), namely the HHI of all firms selling in the destination market,

HHI(λ) ≡
∑
j∈J

(
s∗j(λ)

)2
,
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and the (normalized) HHI of all those exporters in country e that sell in the destination

market,

HHIe(λ) ≡
∑
j∈E

(
s∗j(λ)

s∗e(λ)

)2

.

We obtain:

Proposition 2. At the first order, in the neighborhood of λ = 0 (monopolistic competition

conduct), the logged joint market share in destination n of the firms from export country e is

given by

log s∗e(λ) = log s∗e(0) +
σ − 1

1 + σγ

[
HHI(λ)− s∗e(λ) HHIe(λ)

]
λ+ o(λ).

Proof. See Appendix A.2.

The proposition shows that the logged joint market share of the exporters from country

e differs from the one that would obtain under monopolistic competition by a market power

term that takes account of both the overall concentration in the destination market as well

as the concentration among the country-e exporters.

This result motivates the following approximation:

log s∗e(1) ' log s∗e(0) +
σ − 1

1 + σγ

[
HHI(1)− s∗e(1) HHIe(1)

]
. (11)

Empirical specification of sector-level gravity in oligopoly. In Cournot oligopoly,

the logged sector-level exports from country e to destination market n are given by

log ren = log(αnEn) + log s∗en(1)

' log(αnEn) + log s∗en(0) +
σ − 1

1 + σγ

[
HHIn(1)− s∗en(1) HHIen(1)

]
, (12)

where the second line follows from the approximation in equation (11). The expression for the

(counterfactual) joint market share of the country-e exporters in market n under monopolistic

competition can be derived from equations (8) and (9), setting λ = 0. We obtain:

log s∗en(0) =
σ − 1

1 + σγ
log

(
σ − 1

σ
αnEn

)
− σ(1 + γ)

1 + σγ
logHn + log

∑
i∈Ee

a
1+γ
1+σγ

in

(cinτin)
σ−1
1+σγ

 , (13)
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where Ee is the set of country-e exporters, which we assume here to be the same in all

destinations n.12

We impose the following structure on the shocks to quality, marginal costs and trade

costs:

log ain = log ai + εan + εaen,

log cin = log ci + εcn + εcen,

log τin = log τi + βXen + ετn + ετen.

Define

ζe ≡ log
∑
i∈Ee

a
1+γ
1+σγ

i

(ciτi)
σ−1
1+σγ

,

ξn ≡ log (αnEn) +
σ − 1

1 + σγ
log HHIn +

σ − 1

1 + σγ
log

(
σ − 1

σ
αnEn

)
− σ(1 + γ)

1 + σγ
logHn

+
1 + γ

1 + σγ
log εan −

σ − 1

1 + σγ
(log εcn + ετn) ,

ηen ≡
1 + γ

1 + σγ
log εaen −

σ − 1

1 + σγ
(log εcen + ετen) .

Combining equations (12) and (13), yields the sector-level gravity equation

log r̃en = ζe + ξn + β
1− σ

1 + σγ
Xen + ηen, (14)

where

log r̃en ≡ log ren +
σ − 1

1 + σγ
sen HHIen (15)

is the value of the export flows from e to n, purged from oligopolistic market power effects,

and sen is the market share of country-e exporters in destination n.

5 Empirical Implementation

In this section, we show how to implement our methods for firm- and sector-level gravity

estimations empirically. We start by reviewing a number of challenges we face in terms of

12In principle, our approach for correcting for oligopoly bias could be combined with existing approaches
addressing selection and intensive margin effects in aggregate-level gravity equations (e.g., Helpman, Melitz,
and Rubinstein, 2008). We leave this for future work and focus on the oligopoly aspect here.
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data and estimation issues. We then present basic descriptive statistics on our data and

the GMM estimates for σ and γ. Finally, we run firm and sector level regressions with and

without oligopoly correction terms and investigate if and under which circumstances ignoring

oligopolistic behavior can lead to quantitatively important coefficient bias.

5.1 Estimation Challenges

Recall that our aim is to obtain consistent estimates of the coefficients on bilateral variables

using either firm or sector level data. In Section 2 we showed that after subtracting a markup

correction term from firm export values, we could estimate a standard gravity equation with

a set of firm-product-year and destination-product-year fixed effects as well as the bilateral

variables of interest.13

A first issue that immediately arises is how to control for destination-specific fixed effects

in a setting with firm-level export data. If we only have data for exports from a single country,

it is immediately clear that we can no longer separate the impact of bilateral variables from

the fixed effects. For example, if we use information on the exports of French firms only,

standard bilateral variables such as common language become destination-specific as France

is the only origin country in our data. Intuitively, we will not be able to distinguish whether

firms’ exports to a given destination are high because France and the country in question

share a common language or because of other destination-specific factors such as a high price

index or expenditure level. In order to address this issue, we follow Bas, Mayer, and Thoenig

(2017) by combining two datasets on the exports of French and Chinese firms, respectively.

This ensures that there is within-destination variation in the bilateral regressors of interest,

enabling the use of destination fixed effects.

Secondly, we have so far ignored selection issues by not formally modeling the export

market entry decisions of firms. In practice, however, most firms only export to a small

subset of possible destinations for any given product. When estimating (7) in log-linear form,

firm-product-destination observations with zero trade flows drop out. This creates a selection

problem, as firms will be more likely to export positive amounts to a given destination if they

experience a positive taste, production or trade cost shock for that destination, potentially

creating a non-zero correlation with the regressors of interest. For example, firms selling in

more distant foreign markets will be more likely to have received a positive shock, allowing

13Recall that we dropped the sector/product index (z) for most of our derivations and also ignored the
time dimension to ease exposition. But these dimensions are of course present in our data, and hence price
indices and expenditure levels will vary by destination, product and year, requiring the use of fixed effects at
that level.
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them to operate in this more difficult environment. A straightforward solution to this problem

is to include zeros in our left-hand side variable and estimate (7) in multiplicative form,

using Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood (PPML) estimation techniques (see Santos Silva

and Tenreyro, 2006). Recent computational advances in PPML estimation (e.g., Correia,

Guimaraes, and Zylkin, 2019) make it possible to include the large number of fixed effects

required in our setting.14

However, this still leaves us with a potential selection problem in our GMM estimation

procedure for σ and γ in Section 3. Here, we adapt an approach proposed by Bas, Mayer, and

Thoenig (2017) and restrict our estimation sample to the largest French and Chinese firm in

each product category as measured by overall product-specific exports. The basic idea is that

these firms have high overall exports because they are very productive, produce high-quality

products in general (high εai or εci) or have access to low-cost market access technologies

(low ετi ). Such firms will tend to serve all or at least most available markets, making the

destination-specific shocks less important for market entry decisions. We acknowledge that

this is an imperfect solution but simulation evidence by Bas, Mayer, and Thoenig (2017)

shows that focusing on top exporters does indeed substantially reduce selection bias.

5.2 Data Sources

As discussed, we use firm-level export data for French and Chinese exporters provided by the

two countries’ customs authorities. In each dataset, we observe the products and destinations

to which a firm exports, as well as the quantity and value of the underlying flow. Both

datasets record export data at the 8-digit level but we aggregate this information up to

the 6-digit level of the Harmonised System (HS) which is the lowest level at which the two

national classifications are comparable. Because we observe both values and quantities, we

can compute unit values which are a commonly used proxy for prices in the trade literature.

A final challenge for our firm-level analysis is to obtain information on market shares at a

level of disaggregation that is sufficient to capture meaningful strategic interaction between

firms. To our knowledge, the only suitable database here is Eurostat’s PRODCOM database

which allows computation of absorption at a level at, or close to, HS 6-digit.15 Together

14We include zero trade flows when estimating (7) on a product-by-product basis in Section 5.4. Un-
fortunately, memory constraints prevent us from using a fully rectangularized dataset (with all possible
firm-destination-product-year combinations) when pooling across products, as the resulting data would have
over 140 billion observations. Nevertheless, PPML estimation is still preferable to OLS in this context as it
also addresses problems arising from heteroscedasticity in log-linearized models as discussed by Santos Silva
and Tenreyro (2006).

15Absorption is defined as domestic production + imports - exports and thus is the theoretical equivalent
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with the information on the value of destination-product-level exports by individual French

and Chinese firms, this allows the computation of market shares. The downside of using

PRODCOM is that absorption data is only available for approximately thirty European

countries. After combining our data sources, we end up with information on export values and

quantities as well as market shares for 29 European destination markets and approximately

1,800 products and 250,000 exporters for the period 2000-2010.

For our aggregate gravity regressions, we require product-level data on the value of bilat-

eral exports, absorption data for the computation of market shares and exporter-destination-

product-specific HHIs. We again use PRODCOM for absorption data and combine them

with trade data from Eurostat’s COMEXT database. For HHIs, we use the World Bank’s

Exporter Dynamics Database (EDD) which provides destination-specific Herfindahl indices

computed from firm-level export data for 48 exporting countries at the HS 2-digit level in

2010.16

5.3 Descriptive Statistics

The key determinants of our oligopoly correction term are firm-level market shares as well

as estimates for demand elasticities (σ) and returns to scale (γ). The first line of Table 1

presents information on the market shares for the French and Chinese exporters in our firm-

level dataset. The average market share across the 8.3 million firm-destination-product-year

combinations in our data is small at 0.4% and the median is even smaller (around 0.01%).

Clearly, the average firm in our data does not enjoy much market power. These averages

do hide substantial variation across firms, however. For example, there are over 20,000 firm-

destination-product-year combinations where French or Chinese market shares exceed 20%

and around 5,400 combinations were shares are at least 50%.

A slightly different way to illustrate this heterogeneity is to focus on the top exporter

for each market, i.e. the French or Chinese firm with the highest market share in a given

destination-product-year combination. Line 2 shows that across the 131,084 markets in our

data, these top exporter have a market share of 5.8% on average. Lines 8-10 focus on markets

where the top French or Chinese exporter has at least a 10%, 50%, and 90% market share,

to En in our model. In principle, this information is available at the HS 6-digit level but issues such as
classification changes over time often require aggregation to higher levels. See Van Beveren, Bernard, and
Vandenbussche (2012) for an in-depth discussion.

16As before, we also require estimates for γ and σ. Here, we simply set σ = 5 and γ = 0. A promising
question for future research is how to obtain these estimates from product-level data, so that no firm-level
data is needed for the estimation of these parameters. This would require extending the standard Feenstra-
Broda-Weinstein approach to allow for heterogeneous firms and oligopolistic behavior.
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respectively. These results demonstrate that there are many markets in which at least one

French or Chinese exporter has substantial market power. For example, there are around

2,700 markets where the top exporter accounts for at least half the market and still around

500 markets where the top exporter’s share exceeds 90%.

Table 1: Summary Statistics for Firm-Level Market Shares

Market Shares
Mean Median # obs

All firms 0.40% 0.01% 8,332,962
Top exporters (all) 5.8% 1.70% 131,084
Top 3 exporters (all) 13.89% 3.03% 131,201
Top exporters (France) 6.18% 1.08% 118,927
Top exporters (China) 5.38% 0.58% 101,699
Top 3 exporters (France) 9.21% 1.74% 118,927
Top 3 exporters (China) 8.88% 1.02% 101,699
Top exporters (all at least 10% share) 39.20% 23.32% 21,765
Top exporters (all, at least 50% share) 72.8% 71.1% 2,696
Top exporters (all, at least 90% share) 95.3% 95.5% 492
Top exporters (China, at least 10% share) 43.67% 26.69% 8,101
Top exporters (China, at least 50% share) 85.85% 90% 2,891
Top exporters (China, at least 90% share) 95.83% 95.51% 247
Top exporters (France, at least 10% share) 36.55% 21.91% 13,664
Top exporters (France, at least 50% share) 83.47% 90% 3,521
Top exporters (France, at least 90% share) 95.15% 95.35% 245
Note: ’Top exporter’ denotes the French or Chinese exporter with the largest
market share in a given product-destination-year combination.

Table 2: Summary Statistics for Export Shares to each Market accounted for by Top Firms

Share in Market-specific Exports
Mean Median # obs

Top exporters (all) 50.36% 45.73% 131,201
Top exporters (France) 60.09% 58.79% 118,927
Top exporters (China) 51.58% 45.95% 101,699
Top 3 exporters (all) 73.62% 80.20% 131,201
Top 3 exporters (France) 84.67% 92.21% 118,927
Top 3 exporters (China) 73.59% 81.35% 101,699
Note: ’Top exporter’ denotes the French or Chinese exporter with the largest
market share in a given product-destination-year combination.

Table 4 presents similar statistics for our aggregate HS 2-digit product-level sample. The

average market share of the 48 countries exporting to the European destinations contained

in the PRODCOM data is only around 1.2%. Again, however, there is substantial variation
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Table 3: Share of Total Exports governed by Oligopoly Forces

Share of aggregate exports accounted for by
# obs

Firms with at least 10% market share 16.29% 53,014
Firms with at least 50% market share 3.69% 13,729
Firms with at least 90% market share 0.08% 642
French firms with at least 10% market share 20.07% 25,864
French firms with at least 50% market share 4.08% 6,516
French firms with at least 90% market share 0.14% 308
Chinese firms with at least 10% market share 10.05% 27,150
Chinese firms with at least 50% market share 3.01% 7,213
Chinese firms with at least 90% market share 0.11% 334

around this mean, with 100 exporter-importer-product combinations where the exporter has

a market share of 20% or more and still 42 combinations with market shares of at least 50%.17

Table 4: Summary Statistics for Aggregate Product-Level Market Shares

Market Shares
Mean Median Std. Dev. # obs

All 2-digit products 1.19% 0.03% 5.89% 11,605
Market share ≥ 20% 53.8% 44.0% 26.2% 100
Market share ≥ 50% 80.1% 86.7% 18.9% 42
Note: Table shows descriptive statistics for the aggregate destination-specific market shares of
countries at the HS 2-digit level.

Table 5 shows descriptive statistics for our estimates of σ and γ. As discussed, we con-

strain coefficient estimates to be identical within 2-digit HS codes to guarantee a sufficient

number of observations underlying each estimate. For the average and median sector, we es-

timate mildly increasing returns to scale of γ = 0.30 and γ = 0.16, respectively. For our price

elasticity estimates, we find a mean of 13.26 and a median of 6.55. This is somewhat higher

than estimates at comparable levels of aggregation estimated in the literature (e.g., Broda

and Weinstein, 2006) although we note that our methodology is not directly comparable to

versions of the Feenstra-Broda-Weinstein estimation procedure based on product-rather than

firm-level data. In addition, allowing for market power in the estimation is likely to further

change estimates.

17The small average market shares reported in Table 4 also reflects the fact that HHI data are mainly
available for smaller exporting countries in the EDD. See Appendix C for a list of exporting and importing
countries in our data.
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Table 5: Price Elasticities and Returns-to-Scale Estimates
σ γ

Mean 13.26 0.30
Median 6.55 0.16
Standard Deviation 15.01 0.68
Note: Table shows descriptive statistics for estimates of σ and γ. These were
computed using the procedure outlined in 3 using 6-digit HS firm-level infor-
mation but constrained to be identical within 2-digit HS products.

5.4 Firm-Level Estimation Results

We now turn to the estimation of our firm-level gravity equations with and without correction

for oligopoly bias (i.e., equations 6 and 7). As a first step, we pool across all firms in our data

and estimate 6 and 7 via PPML using a full set of firm-product-year and destination-product-

year fixed effects. We include three regressors commonly used in gravity equations: bilateral

distance, a dummy variable for the presence of a common official language in the exporting

and importing country and a dummy variable taking a value of one if both countries were a

member of the Eurozone in a given year. Note that there is insufficient variation to include

other commonly used indicators such as dummies for contiguity or membership in a free

trade agreement.18

Table 6: Firm-Level Gravity Estimates - All Firms

Regressor Without correction With correction Bias (%)
ln(distance) -0.524*** -0.493*** -6.3%

(0.050) (0.047)
Eurozone 0.472*** 0.274*** 72.3%

(0.027) (0.036)
Common Language -0.039 0.093 -141.9%

(0.061) (0.058)
Observations 5,315,892 5,315,892
Note: Table shows results for PPML estimation of equations 6 and 7 in exponential form with
firm-product-year and destination-product-year fixed effects, pooling across all firms in our data.
Bias is defined as (β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|.

Table 6 shows that even when pooling across all firms in our data, a setting where the

median firm only has a negligible market share (see Table 1), there is a substantial bias in

18The destination countries in our sample were either already EU member states or had implemented free
trade agreements with the EU before 2000. By contrast, China did not have any FTAs with countries in
our sample before 2010. Thus, there would be no variation in the FTA dummy that is separate from our
firm-product-year dummies. Likewise, there is insufficient variation to include an indicator for contiguity as
it would largely overlap with our common official language dummy.
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the coefficient estimates on the Eurozone and common language dummies. The Eurozone

coefficient almost halves in size from 0.472 to 0.274 and the common language coefficient

switches sign and becomes positive once controling for oligopoly bias.

Table 7: Firm-Level Gravity Estimates - Market Shares ≥ 5%

Regressor Without correction With correction Bias (%) # obs
ln(distance) 0.446 -1.443 130.9%
Eurozone 0.286 0.084 240.5% 8,571
Common Language 1.121 0.561 99.8%
Note: Table shows results for PPML estimation of equations 6 and 7 in exponential form with
firm-product-year and destination-product-year fixed effects, pooling across observations where
exporters have ≥ 5% market share. Bias is defined as (β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|.

To illustrate the role of market shares in determining the size of oligopoly bias, Table 7

focuses on a subsample of firm-destination-product-year observations where firms have more

than 5% market share. This dramatically reduces sample size and, as expected, substantially

increases oligopoly bias.19 We acknowledge that firm-level gravity equations are usually based

on the full sample of available firms, so that Table 6 is the relevant comparison. However,

focusing on larger firms or even the top exporters has been used as a way to address selection

bias in the literature, as selection is likely to be less severe for such firms (e.g., Bas, Mayer, and

Thoenig, 2017). Our results hold a salutary lesson for such approaches, as they demonstrate

that we might be trading a reduction in selection bias for a substantial increase in oligopoly

bias if we do not correct for the latter.20

We now turn to an alternative setting where considerations of market power are likely

to be important in practice: the estimation of gravity equations at the sectoral or product

level. While firms might not have noticeable market power for most products, it is likely

that there will be a significant minority of highly concentrated sectors where firms do have

large market shares. We illustrate the importance of oligopoly bias at the product level

by estimating gravity equations separately for each HS 6-digit product in our data. Table

8 reports descriptive statistics for the absolute percentage difference in coefficient estimates

with and without a correction for oligopoly bias.21 For example, line 1 reports that whereas for

19Note that the PPML estimation procedure drops all observations that do not contribute to identification,
hence the number reported in Table 7 is less than would be expected from the descriptive statistics in Table
1.

20As discussed (see footnote 14), including zeros by fully rectangularizing our data is not possible for the
full sample of firms due to memory constraints. In this sense, Table 7 can also be seen as an attempt to
address selection bias while at the same time controling for bias arising from market power.

21That these regressions are based on fully rectangularized product-level datasets. That is, if a firm does
not report exports for a given destination-year combination, we set these exports to zero.
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the median HS 6-digit product in our data, the oligopoly bias on the ln(distance) coefficient is

only around 2%, this increase to 9% at the 75th percentile and to 34% at the 90th percentile.

That is, not correcting for market power would bias the distance coefficient by over 30%

in 10% of sectors.22 This bias is of comparable magnitude for our Eurozone dummy and

substantially more pronounced for the common language dummy, where we observe coefficient

bias of at least 30% for 25% of all products.23

Table 8: Firm-Level Gravity Estimates by Product, estimated σ and γ

Absolute Percentage Bias (%)
Regressor 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile # obs
ln(distance) 2.1% 8.6% 34.1% 1,233
Eurozone 2.1% 8.3% 35.2% 1,190
Common Language 8.6% 29.8% 84.8% 324
Note: Table shows results based on firm-level regressions estimated separately for each product in
our data. Absolute percentage bias is defined as the absolute value of the percentage difference in
coefficient estimates, abs((β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|).

We noted earlier that our average price elasticity estimates are higher than what is usually

estimated in the literature. As a robustness check, we thus also report product-level results

for the importance of oligopoly bias when we set σ = 5 and γ = 0 and and recompute our

correction terms. This estimate for σ is closer to existing estimates and γ = 0 corresponds

to an assumption of constant returns to scale that is implicitly made by most firm-level

gravity estimations. As seen in Table 9, this approach substantially increases the estimated

oligopoly bias. Intuitively, while the average and median estimates for σ are lower than

before, there are now considerably fewer sectors with values of σ < 5 and hence correction

terms of relatively small magnitude.

5.5 Product Level Estimation Results

While firm-level trade data are increasingly becoming available to researchers, in many cases

gravity estimations are still based on more aggregate types of data, such as product-level

22We had to exclude 31% of the 1,824 products in our sample because we could not estimate sector-specific
values for σ and γ due to a lack of observations, because the PPML estimation did not converge or because the
bilateral coefficients were not identified due to only French or only Chinese exporters being present for a given
product. We chose to exclude a further 2% of products where the distance coefficient took on implausible
values (positive or smaller than −20).

23The number of underlying product-level regressions varies across coefficients because there is not always
sufficient variation in the data to identify the coefficients on the Eurozone and common language dummies.
For example, the common language coefficient is not identified if the French firms in a given sector/product
do not export to Belgium or Switzerland, or if they only export to these two countries.
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Table 9: Firm-Level Gravity Estimates by Product, σ = 5 and γ = 0

Absolute Percentage Bias (%)
Regressor 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile # obs
ln(distance) 8.7% 28.7% 53.5% 1,356
Eurozone 8.9% 26.8% 52.1% 1,311
Common Language 23.1% 61.4% 100.9% 353
Note: Table shows results based on firm-level regressions estimated separately for each product in
our data. Absolute percentage bias is defined as the absolute value of the percentage difference in
coefficient estimates, abs((β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|).

trade flows. Of course, the issue of coefficient bias due to oligopolistic behavior does not go

away at this level as aggregate exports are simply the sum of underlying firm-level exports.

In this section, we use the HHI-based correction term proposed in Section 4 to investigate

the quantitative importance of oligopoly bias for product-level regressions.

We first present results using the correction terms based on the HHI information from the

World Bank’s EDD. We work at the 2-digit level of the HS classification which is the most

disaggregated level for bilateral HHI data available in the EDD. Table 10 shows results for a

regression in which we pool all 2-digit products and regress bilateral product level exports on

a set of bilateral gravity regressors as well as exporter-product and importer-product fixed

effects. Given that we now have close to 50 exporting countries, we can include a wider range

of regressors. In particular, we now include dummies for a post-1945 colonial relationship

and for membership of the trading partners in the same free trade agreement.

Table 10: Product-Level Gravity Estimates, All Products, σ = 5 and γ = 0

Regressor Without correction With correction Bias (%)
ln(distance) -1.701*** -1.728*** 1.6%

(0.163) (0.166)
Common Language 0.321 0.271 18.5%

(0.243) (0.255)
Colony 0.822*** 0.869*** -5.4%

(0.217) (0.230)
FTA 0.094 0.107 -12.1%

(0.695) (0.695)
Observations 11,117 11,117
Note: Table shows results for PPML estimation of equations 14 in exponential form with exporter-
product and importer-product fixed effects, pooling across all 2-digit product in our data. Standard
errors in brackets, clustered by country pair. Bias is defined as (β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|.

The results in Table 10 demonstrate that when pooling across all sectors, the oligopoly
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bias ranges from close to zero (1.6% for distance) to up to 19% for the coefficient on common

language. Table 11 shows that, when we run our regressions product by product, there are

a number of 2-digit products where oligopoly bias is substantial for all four regressors. For

example, for 10% of products we find a bias on the FTA dummy of at least 19%. For the

common language dummy, coefficient estimates display a bias of 15% or more for 25% of

products.

Table 11: Sector Level Gravity Estimates by 2-digit HS Product, σ = 5 and γ = 0

Absolute Percentage Bias (%)
Regressor 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile # obs
ln(distance) 1.8% 4.1% 12.3% 70
Common Language 2.3% 14.5% 41.2% 70
Colony 2.3% 5.2% 14.7% 63
FTA 0.7% 3.9% 19.1% 67
Note: Table shows results based on product-level regressions estimated separately for each HS
2-digit product in our data. Absolute percentage bias is defined as the absolute value of the
percentage difference in coefficient estimates, abs((β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|).

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have evaluated the consequences of oligopolistic behavior for the estimation

of gravity equations for trade flows. We showed that with oligopolistic competition, firm-

level gravity equations based on a standard CES demand framework need to be augmented

by markup terms that are functions of firms’ market shares. At the aggregate level, the addi-

tional term takes the form of the exporting country’s market share in the destination country

multiplied by an exporter-destination-specific Herfindahl-Hirschman index. We showed how

to construct appropriate correction terms for both cases that can be used to avoid problems

of omitted variable bias. Using combined French and Chinese firm-level export data as well

as a sample of product-level imports by European countries, we showed that correcting for

oligopolistic behavior can lead to substantial changes in the coefficients on standard gravity

regressors.
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Appendix

A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. To complete the proof of the proposition, we need to: (a) Show that the function S

is well defined, and study its monotonicity properties as well as its limits; (b) show that the

equilibrium condition (10) has a unique solution; (c) show that, at λ = 1, the first-order

conditions of profit maximization are sufficient for global optimality, so that the profile of

quantities (q∗j (1))j∈J does constitute a Nash equilibrium of the Cournot game. We do so

below.

(a) As 1 + σγ > 0, the right-hand of equation (9) is strictly increasing in si, whereas the

left-hand side is non-increasing in si. It follows that equation (9) has at most one solution.

As si tends to 0, the left-hand side of that equation tends to 1, whereas the right-hand side

tends to 0 < 1. As si tends to∞, the left-hand side tends to 1 or −∞, and the right-hand side

tends to +∞ > 1,−∞. The equation therefore has a unique solution, S(Ti/H, λ) ∈ (1, 1/λ),

where 1/λ ≡ ∞ when λ = 0.

It is easily checked that S(·, ·) is strictly increasing in its first argument and strictly

decreasing in its second argument. By monotonicity, S(·, λ) has limits at 0 and ∞. It is

easily checked that those limits are equal to 0 and 1/λ, respectively.

(b) The results in part (a) of the proof imply that the left-hand side of equation (10) is

strictly decreasing in H, and has limits 0 and |J |/λ as H tends to ∞ and 0, respectively. It

follows that equation (10) has a unique solution, H∗(λ).

(c) Rewriting equation (2) with λ = 1 and rearranging terms yields:

∂πi
∂qi

= qγi

σ − 1

σ
αE

a
1
σ
i q
− 1+σγ

σ
i∑

j∈J a
1
σ
j q

σ−1
σ

j

1− a
1
σ
i q

σ−1
σ

i∑
j∈J a

1
σ
j q

σ−1
σ

j

− ciτi
 ,

where we have dropped the destination subscript for ease of notation. As 1 + σγ > 0, the

term inside square brackets is strictly decreasing in qi. Moreover, that terms tends to +∞
and −τici as qi tends to 0 and +∞, respectively. It follows that qi maximizes firm i’s profit

if and only if firm i’s first-order condition holds at qi.
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A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. To apply Taylor’s theorem, we require the value of s∗′e (0). This requires computing

the partial derivatives of S(·, ·) at λ = 0 as well as H∗′(0). Differentiating equation (9) with

respect to si, λ, and ti ≡ Ti/H at λ = 0 yields

−sidλ =
1 + σγ

σ − 1

dsi
si
− σ(1 + γ)

σ − 1

dti
ti
.

It follows that24

ti∂1 logS(ti, 0) =
σ(1 + γ)

1 + σγ
and ∂2 logS(ti, 0) = − σ − 1

1 + σγ
S(ti, 0).

Next, we differentiate equation (10) with respect to λ and H:

∑
j∈J

[
−Tj
H
∂1S

(
Tj
H
, λ

)
dH

H
+ ∂2S

(
Tj
H
, λ

)
dλ

]
= 0.

Setting λ = 0 and plugging in the values of the partial derivatives of S, we obtain:

∑
j∈J

[
−σ(1 + γ)

1 + σγ
s∗j(0)

dH

H
− σ − 1

1 + σγ

(
s∗j(0)

)2
dλ

]
= 0.

Making use of the definition of HHI(0) and of the fact that market shares add up to unity,

we obtain:
H∗′(0)

H∗(0)
= − σ − 1

σ(1 + γ)
HHI(0).

We can now compute s∗′i (0):

s∗′i (0) =
∂

∂λ
S

(
Ti

H∗(λ)
, λ

)∣∣∣∣
λ=0

= − Ti
H∗(0)

∂1S

(
Ti

H∗(0)
, 0

)
H∗′(0)

H∗(0)
+ ∂2S

(
Ti

H∗(0)
, 0

)
=

σ − 1

1 + σγ

[
s∗i (0) HHI(0)− (s∗i (0))2

]
.

24Notation: ∂kS is the partial derivative of S with respect to its kth argument.
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It follows that

s∗′e (0)

s∗e(0)
=

σ − 1

1 + σγ

1

s∗e(0)

∑
j∈E

[
s∗j(0) HHI(0)−

(
s∗j(0)

)2]
=

σ − 1

1 + σγ

[
HHI(0)− s∗e(0)

∑
j∈E

(
s∗j(0)

s∗e(0)

)2
]

=
σ − 1

1 + σγ
[HHI(0)− s∗e(0) HHIe(0)] .

Applying Taylor’s theorem at the first order in the neighborhood of λ = 0 yields:

log s∗e(λ) = log s∗e(0) +
d

dλ
log s∗e(λ)

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

λ+ o(λ)

= log s∗e(0) +
σ − 1

1 + σγ
[HHI(0)− s∗e(0) HHIe(0)]λ+ o(λ)

= log s∗e(0) +
σ − 1

1 + σγ
[HHI(λ)− s∗e(λ) HHIe(λ)]λ+ o(λ),

where the last line follows from the fact that HHI(λ)−HHI(0) and s∗e(λ) HHIe(λ)−s∗e(0) HHIe(0)

are at most first order.

B Price Competition

B.1 Theoretical Results

Under price competition, the profit of firm i when selling in destination n is:

πin = pinainp
−σ
in P

σ−1
n αnEn − Cin

(
ainp

−σ
in P

σ−1
n αnEn

)
,

where we have dropped the sector index z for ease of notation.

The degree of strategic interactions between firms continues to be governed by the conduct

parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]: When firm i increases its price by an infinitesimal amount, it perceives

the induced effect on Pn to be equal to λ∂Pn/∂pin. It is still the case that monopolistic

competition arises when λ = 0, whereas Bertrand competition arises when λ = 1. The
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first-order condition of profit maximization of firm i in destination n is given by

0 =
∂πin
∂pin

= ainp
−σ
in P

σ−1
n αnEn + (pin − C ′in(qin))

[
− σ

pin
+
σ − 1

Pn
λ
∂Pn
∂pin

]
αnEnainp

−σ
in P

σ−1
n

= qin

(
1− pin − C ′in(qin)

pin
[σ − λ(σ − 1)sin]

)
, (16)

where

sin ≡
ainp

1−σ
in∑

j∈J ajnp
1−σ
jn

(17)

continues to be the market share of firm i in destination n.

Equation (16) pins down firm i’s optimal markup under price competition:

µin =
1

σ − λ (σ − 1) sin
,

where µin =
pin−C′in(qin)

pin
is firm i’s Lerner index. Apart from this change in the expression for

the firm’s optimal markup, all other firm-level results go through as before.

We now turn our attention to the sector-level results. As in Section 4, we begin by

employing an aggregative games approach to analyze the equilibrium in a given market,

dropping the market subscript n to ease notation. The market-level aggregator H is now

defined as

H ≡ P 1−σ =
∑
j∈J

ajp
1−σ
j

and firm i’s type as

Ti ≡ ai (αE)
γ(1−σ)
1+γ (ciτi)

1−σ
1+γ .

Plugging these definitions into equation (16), making use of equation (17), and rearrang-

ing, we obtain: (
1− s

1+σγ
σ−1

i

(
H

Ti

) 1+γ
σ−1

)
(σ − λ(σ − 1)si) = 1. (18)

Note that the left-hand side of equation (18) is strictly decreasing on the interval(
0,min

{
σ

λ(σ − 1)
,

(
Ti
H

) 1+γ
1+σγ

})

and tends to σ and 0 as si tends to the lower and upper endpoints on that interval, respec-

tively. Equation (18) therefore has a unique solution on the above interval, denoted S(ti, λ)
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with ti ≡ Ti/H. (Solutions outside that interval necessarily give rise to strictly negative

markups and are thus suboptimal.)

It is easily checked that S is strictly increasing in its first argument, strictly decreasing

in its second argument, and tends to 0 and 1/λ as ti tends to 0 and ∞, respectively.

As before, the equilibrium condition is that market shares must add up to unity:

∑
j∈J

S

(
Ti
H
, λ

)
= 1. (19)

The properties of the function S, described above, imply that this equation has a unique

solution, H∗(λ).

To summarize:

Proposition A. In each destination market, and for any conduct parameter λ, there exists

a unique equilibrium in prices. The equilibrium aggregator level H∗(λ) is the unique solu-

tion to equation (19). Each firm i’s equilibrium market share is s∗i (λ) = S(Ti/H
∗(λ), λ),

where S(Ti/H
∗(λ), λ) is the unique solution to equation (18). From equation (17), firm i’s

equilibrium price is given by

p∗i (λ) =

(
s∗i (λ)H∗(λ)

ai

) 1
1−σ

.

Proof. All that is left to do is check that first-order conditions are sufficient for optimality

when λ = 1. Combining equations (16) and (18) yields:

∂πi
∂pi

= qi [1− χ(pi)φ(pi)] ,

where

χ(pi) ≡ 1−

(
aip

1−σ
i∑

j ajp
1−σ
j

) 1+σγ
σ−1

(∑
j ajp

1−σ
j

Ti

) 1+γ
σ−1

and φ(pi) ≡ σ − (σ − 1)
aip

1−σ
i∑

j ajp
1−σ
j

.

As 1 + σγ > 0, the functions χ and φ are strictly increasing. Moreover, φ(pi) > 0 for every

pi, whereas there exists p̃i > 0 such that χ(pi) > 0 if pi > p̃i and χ(pi) < 0 if pi < p̃i.

Hence, πi is strictly increasing on the interval (0, p̃i), and firm i’s first-order condition holds

nowhere on that interval. The fact that limpi→∞ χ(pi) = 1 and limpi→∞ φ(pi) = σ and the

monotonicity properties of χ and φ on (p̃i,∞) imply that the existence of a unique p̂i at which

firm i’s first-order condition holds. Moreover, πi is strictly increasing on (p̃i, p̂i) and strictly
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decreasing on (p̂i,∞). First-order conditions are therefore sufficient for optimality.

Having characterized the equilibrium in a given destination, we now adapt the first-order

approach to sector-level gravity to the case of price competition. As in Section 4, let E ( J
denote the subset of exporters in country e that sell in the destination market n. The

combined market share of those exporters in market n is given by

s∗e(λ) ≡
∑
i∈E

s∗i (λ).

As before, we approximate s∗e(1) at the first order. The definitions of HHI and HHIe are as

in Section 4.

We obtain:

Proposition B. At the first order, in the neighborhood of λ = 0, the logged joint market

share in destination n of the firms from export country e is given by

log s∗e(λ) = log s∗e(0) +
σ − 1

σ(1 + σγ)
[HHI(λ)− s∗e(λ) HHIe(λ)]λ+ o(λ).

Proof. The proof follows the same developments as the proof of Proposition 2. We begin by

computing the partial derivatives of S at λ = 0. It is useful to rewrite first equation (18) as

si = t
1+γ
1+σγ

i

(
1− 1

σ − λ(σ − 1)si

) σ−1
1+σγ

. (20)

Taking the logarithm and totally differentiating the equation at λ = 0 yields:

dsi
si

=
1 + γ

1 + σγ

dti
ti
− σ − 1

σ(1 + σγ)
sidλ.

The partial derivatives of S are thus given by

ti∂1 logS(ti, 0) =
1 + γ

1 + σγ
and ∂2 logS(ti, 0) = − σ − 1

σ(1 + σγ)
S(ti, 0).

To obtain H∗′(0), we differentiate equation (19):

∑
j∈J

[
−Tj
H
∂1S

(
Tj
H
, λ

)
dH

H
+ ∂2S

(
Tj
H
, λ

)
dλ

]
= 0.
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Setting λ = 0, plugging in the values of the partial derivatives of S, and using the fact that

market shares add up to unity, we obtain:

H∗′(0)

H∗(0)
= − σ − 1

σ(1 + γ)
HHI(0).

Next, we compute s∗′i (0):

s∗′i (0) = − Ti
H∗(0)

∂1S

(
Ti

H∗(0)
, 0

)
H∗′(0)

H∗(0)
+ ∂2S

(
Ti

H∗(0)
, 0

)
=

σ − 1

σ(1 + σγ)

[
s∗i (0) HHI(0)− (s∗i (0))2

]
.

Adding up and dividing by s∗e(0) yields:

s∗′e (0) =
σ − 1

σ(1 + σγ)
[HHI(0)− s∗e(0) HHIe(0)] .

As in the proof of Proposition 2, we can then apply Taylor’s theorem to obtain the result.

Proposition B motivates the following approximation:

log s∗e(1) ' log s∗e(0) +
σ − 1

σ(1 + σγ)
[HHI(1)− s∗e(1) HHIe(1)] .

As in Section 4, this approximation can then be used to derive the sector-level gravity re-

gression

log r̃en = ζe + ξn + β
1− σ

1 + σγ
Xen + ηen

where

log r̃en ≡ log ren +
σ − 1

σ(1 + σγ)
sen HHIen

is the value of export flows from e to n, purged from oligopolistic market power effects.

Note that the correction term under price competition is equal to the one under quantity

competition divided by σ.

B.2 Empirical Results

Table 12 presents results for our estimates of σ and γ using the estimation procedure from

Section 3 but replacing the Cournot markup formula with its Bertrand equivalent. This only

leads to minor changes in coefficient estimates.
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Table 12: Price Elasticities and Returns-to-Scale Estimates, Price Competition

σ γ
Mean 15.22 0.16
Median 6.54 0.08
Standard Deviation 20.57 0.39
Note: Table shows descriptive statistics for estimates of σ and γ under the
assumption of price competition. These were computed using the procedure
outlined in 3 using 6-digit HS firm-level information but constrained to be
identical within 2-digit HS products.

Tables 13 and 14 show results for the pooled firm-level regressions, first for all firms in our

sample and then focusing on the subsample of firm-destination-product-year combinations

where firms have market shares larger than 5%. The oligopoly bias we find is moderate

(around 10%) for the regression using all firms but becomes quite substantial (up to 50%)

once we focus on firms with higher market shares.

Table 13: Firm-Level Gravity Estimates With Price Competition - All Firms

Regressor Without correction With correction Bias (%) # obs
ln(distance) -0.402 -0.434 7.4%
Eurozone 0.363 0.333 9.0% 5,313,841
Common Language 0.119 0.130 -8.5%
Note: Table shows results for PPML estimation of equations 6 and 7 in exponential form with
firm-product-year and destination-product-year fixed effects, pooling across all firms in our data.
Bias is defined as (β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|.

Table 14: Firm-Level Gravity Estimates with Price Competition - Market Shares ≥ 5%

Regressor Without correction With correction Bias (%) # obs
ln(distance) -0.172 -0.325 47.1%
Eurozone 0.145 0.154 -5.8% 5,313,841
Common Language -0.177 -0.282 37.2%
Note: Table shows results for PPML estimation of equations 6 and 7 in exponential form with
firm-product-year and destination-product-year fixed effects, pooling across all firms in our data.
Bias is defined as (β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|.

Tables 15 and 16 present results for our firm-level regressions run product by product,

first with the estimated values for σ and γ from Table 12 and then setting σ = 5 and γ = 0.

As before, there is always a significant minority of sectors for each of the three regressors

were the oligpoly bias is substantial.

We now turn to the aggregate product-level results with Bertrand competition. As before,

we first present findings for a regression that pools all 2-digit sectors and then run regres-
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Table 15: Firm-Level Gravity Estimates by Product, estimated σ and γ

Absolute Percentage Bias (%)
Regressor 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile # obs
ln(distance) 0.5% 2.2% 11.4% 1,317
Eurozone 0.5% 2.5% 13.9% 1,295
Common Language 1.8% 11.9% 82.0% 383
Note: Table shows results based on firm-level regressions estimated separately for each product in
our data. Absolute percentage bias is defined as the absolute value of the percentage difference in
coefficient estimates, abs((β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|).

Table 16: Firm-Level Gravity Estimates by Product, σ = 5 and γ = 0

Absolute Percentage Bias (%)
Regressor 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile # obs
ln(distance) 1.5% 6.3% 20.5% 1,354
Eurozone 1.7% 6.7% 19.8% 1,331
Common Language 5.5% 29.8% 97.0% 404
Note: Table shows results based on firm-level regressions estimated separately for each product in
our data. Absolute percentage bias is defined as the absolute value of the percentage difference in
coefficient estimates, abs((β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|).

sions product by product, showing descriptive statistics for the resulting coefficient bias. As

expected from our theoretical finding that the correction term with Bertrand is only a frac-

tion (1/σ) of its Cournot equivalent, the changes in coefficient estimates when correcting

for oligopoly bias are much less pronounced than before. However, there are still 10% of

products for which we find a bias larger than 10% for the common language dummy. For

each of the other regressors, there is also at least one sector where the bias exceeds 20%.

Table 17: Product-Level Gravity Estimates, All Products, Price Competition, σ = 5 and
γ = 0

Regressor Without correction With correction Bias (%) # obs
ln(distance) -1.701 -1.707 0.4% 11,117
Common Language 0.321 0.319 0.6% 11,117
Colony 0.822 0.825 -0.4% 11,117
FTA 0.094 0.095 -1.5% 11,117
Note: Table shows results for PPML estimation of equations 14 in exponential form with exporter-
product and importer-product fixed effects, pooling across all 2-digit product in our data. Bias is
defined as (β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|.
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Table 18: Sector Level Gravity Estimates by 2-digit HS Product, Price Competition, σ = 5
and γ = 0

Absolute Percentage Bias (%)
Regressor 50th percentile 75th percentile 90th percentile # obs
ln(distance) 0.3% 0.7% 2.3% 70
Common Language 0.5% 3.1% 10.5% 70
Colony 0.5% 1.1% 2.5% 63
FTA 0.1% 0.8% 3.6% 67
Note: Table shows results based on product-level regressions estimated separately for each HS
2-digit product in our data. Absolute percentage bias is defined as the absolute value of the
percentage difference in coefficient estimates, abs((β̂nocorr − β̂corr)/|β̂corr|).

C Data Appendix

- Add list of countries.
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